
2004 
LEGACY

A C C E S S O R I E S

®

TWEETER KIT

Special speakers enhance 
high-frequency audio.
H6300LS100 

S O U N D  S Y S T E M S

UPGRADED
SPEAKERS

Speaker kit includes 4
upgraded speakers for 
crisper sound with
minimal distortion.
H6300LS000

6-DISC IN-DASH CD CHANGER

Allows selection and play for up to 6 CDs in-dash.
For L model. 
H6240LS101

BUMPER CORNER MOLDINGS

Helps protect the corners of painted
bumpers from scratches and dings.
E7710AS103

ALL-WEATHER MATS

Heavy gauge protective mats,
patterned to match cargo bin 
and tray.
J5010LS300

REAR SPOILER (SEDAN)

Color-matched rear deck spoiler with integrated brake light.

E7210LS100NN (Primed)
E7210LS100BG (Black Granite Pearl)
E7210LS100PL (Mystic Blue Pearl)
E7210LS100RG (Regatta Red Pearl)
E7210LS100ME (Seamist Green Pearl)
E7210LS100SS (Silver Stone Metallic)
E7210LS100TP (Titanium Pearl)
E7210LS100WB (White Birch)

REAR SPOILER (WAGON)

Color-matched rear spoiler adds a sporty touch.

E7210LS000NN (Primed)
E7210LS000BG (Black Granite Pearl)
E7210LS000PL (Mystic Blue Pearl)
E7210LS000RG (Regatta Red Pearl)
E7210LS000ME (Seamist Green Pearl)
E7210LS000SS (Silver Stone Metallic)
E7210LS000TP (Titanium Pearl)
E7210LS000WB (White Birch)

REAR DIFFERENTIAL 
PROTECTOR

Helps protect rear differential
from rocks and logs.
B0310LS001

P R O T E C T I O N

APPEARANCE

BATTERY WARMER

For easier cold weather starting.
J6010FS000

SUBWOOFER/AMPLIFIER

Mounted under passenger’s seat. 
Delivers super bass sound you not 
only hear but feel.
H6300LS300

REAR WINDOW DUST DEFLECTOR

Helps keep back window clear of dust for better vision.
E7510LS100

REAR BUMPER COVER

Sturdy plastic resin cover provides
protection for station wagon rear
bumper upper surface.
E7710LS000

LEATHER SHIFT KNOB

Handsome, leather-wrapped shifter. 
35022AC030 (M/T shown)
35126AE040 (A/T)

15" ALLOY WHEEL –
BRUSHED ALUMINUM

28111AC431 (Wheel), B3110SS000
(Attachment set-L model)

CAR COVER

Helps protect the exterior of your Legacy.
M0010AS000 (Sedan), M0010AS010 (Wagon),
M0010AS020 (Car cover bag)

WHEEL LOCKS

Helps protect your investment 
in alloy wheels and tires.
T3010YS000 (Steel wheels)
T3010YS010 (Alloy wheels) 

CARPETED 
FLOOR COVERS

Custom-fitted, heavy-duty, 
nylon carpet.
J5010LS110OC

HOOD PROTECTOR

Acrylic plastic and wrap-around design help
protect hood from stone chips and bugs.
E2310LS101

FRONT END COVERS

Helps protect the front of your Legacy from
stone chips. All front covers are custom-fitted,
tough, weather-resistant vinyl.
M0010LS400 (Full), M0010LS410 (Hood)

SPLASH GUARDS

Helps protect your paint finish.
Durable black vinyl.  Set of four.
J1010LS000 (L Sedan),
J1010LS100 (L Wagon) 

ENGINE BLOCK HEATER

400 Watt, 115-Volt heater.
A0910AS000
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FORK-MOUNTED BIKE CARRIER

Securely holds one bike with locking 9mm stainless
steel skewer, and rear wheel hold down strap. Bike
carrier can be used with round, (pictured), or
square cross bar kit, or with the Heavy-duty Roof
Cargo Basket. Front wheel holder sold separately.
E361SSA100 (Fork-Mounted Bike Carrier)
E3610LS430 (Front Wheel holder) 
Available end October 2003

CROSS BARS

May be used in conjunction with all genuine Subaru roof attachments 
and carriers.
E3610LS002

CROSS BAR SET – ROUND

Good for wider cargo.  May be used in conjunction with all genuine Subaru
roof attachments and carriers. Stabilizing brackets sold separately.
E3610AS181 (Cross bar set - round) 150 lb. capacity.
E3610AS450 (Stabilizing brackets)
E3610AS890 (Ski/Kayak/Roof cargo basket clamps)
E3610FS980 (Bike clamps)

CARGO NET

Helps organize Legacy wagon cargo area.
F5510LS020

ROOF CARGO BASKET

30"x 42" x 2" vinyl coated steel carrier for added cargo carrying capability.
Comes with nylon stretch net.**
E3610AS990 (Cargo basket), E3610AS810 (Clamps)

SKI ATTACHMENT

Holds up to six pairs of skis or four pairs of skis and poles. May be used to
carry snowboards or fishing rods.**
E3610AS790 (Ski attachment), E3610AS820 (Clamps)

BIKE ATTACHMENT

Transports two bikes in a secure fashion. Fits 1" to 2 1/8" downtubes.**
E3610AS802  (Bike attachment), E3610AS810 (Clamps)

ROOF CARGO CARRIER

Provides 11 cubic feet and up to 100 pounds of lockable storage capacity.**
E3610FE600

ROOF CARGO CARRIER EXTENDED

Provides 16 cubic feet and up to 100 pounds of lockable storage capacity for
longer cargo such as cross-country skis.**
E3610LS200

DOG GUARD/COMPARTMENT DIVIDER

Separates pets and cargo from passenger area.*
F5510LE020 (With moonroof), F5510LE030 (Without moonroof)

U T I L I T Y & C O N V E N I E N C E

SEDAN CROSS BAR SET – SQUARE

May be used in conjunction with roof cargo basket and ski, bike and kayak
attachments.
E3610LE000 (Sedan cross bar set - square), E3610LS120 (Bike clamps)
E3610LS130 (Kayak/Roof cargo basket clamps), E3610LS140 (Ski clamps)

REAR CARGO TRAY/MAT

Tough, durable mat helps protect wagon cargo area.
J5010LS500

CARGO BIN

Cargo bin and matching cargo tray provide for convenient transportation of
various articles. When not in use, bin and net dividers fold down to a nearly
flat surface. Pattern design of bin and tray coordinates with all-weather mats.
J5010LS400

AUTO-DIMMING MIRROR/COMPASS

Includes electronic compass. Mirror darkens when headlights are detected
from rear of vehicle.
H5010LS003

ANTI-SLIP MAT (NOT SHOWN)

Provides a slip resistant covering for rear cargo area trays, bins and
carpeted surfaces.
J5010LS040

UP

DOWN

MOONROOF AIR DEFLECTOR

Helps reduce wind noise and cut sun glare.
F5410FS000

Subaru of America reserves the right to change 
or withdraw accessories at any time without prior notice

and without incurring the obligation to make changes 
to any accessories previously sold.

©2003 Subaru of America, Inc.       Printed in U.S.A.        MSA6S0304

AIR FILTRATION SYSTEM

Helps reduce dust and pollen infiltration within the vehicle
cabin area.
G3210AE000

REAR GATE BAR

Mounts to rear wagon door for easier opening and closing.
E7510LS002

PERFORMANCE MUFFLER

Enhances vehicle performance and
exhaust note.
SOA8377300 (GT Sedan)
SOA8377400 (GT Wagon)

* Not for use with child seats requiring tether straps.

** Roof attachments require the use of optional cross bar kits.

SECURITY SYSTEM UPGRADE KIT

Upgrade the remote keyless entry with the
addition of a security system.
H7110LS400

HEAVY-DUTY ROOF CARGO BASKET

Weather-resistant, steel construction, measuring 44" x 39" x 6.5" mounts to
cross bars and accommodates up to 100 pounds of cargo capacity. Includes
mounting hardware, black cargo net with hooks and a custom fairing to
help deflect wind and noise. Shown with accessory Fork-Mounted Bike
Carrier and Front Wheel Holder (sold separately). Will also accommodate
Ski and Kayak attachments with round-bar clamps.**
E361SSA200 (Heavy-Duty Roof Cargo Basket) 
Available end October 2003

KAYAK CARRIER

Attaches quickly and easily to
crossbars.  Carries two kayaks.**
E3610AS190 (Kayak carrier)
E3610AS810 (Clamps)
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